




INTRODUCTION  

The informal interview with Sharon 

occurs on the 30th July, 2009.  

Sharon and I enjoy a light conversation 

in the studio at which point Sharon 

repeats the words, “I love colour” and 

“richness of colour” several times while 

baring a large handful of Rosary beads 

she has brought for this occasion. 

These beads offer a compelling story 

that touches into Sharon’s values and 

beliefs.   
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Sharon begins to describe why she brought her Rosary beads. 

 

S: My life is directed towards two goals: Being really great  

earthly, and being heavenly. Two extremes. I’m a real  

extremist. Two polarities here. Yeah like a dichotomy.  

The scary extremes... I don’t counterbalance myself much....  

I just go all the way. 

 

Really scary – that’s why I have these [Rosaries] with me  

every day – by my bed. I say my Hail Mary’s every day…  

these represent what I am. They’re all special.  

 

Sharon describes each one with much love and laughter. With great           

affection she shows me the one that was given to her recently by her         

estranged father, which incidentally was a gift handed to him by Sharon’s 

deceased mother (Figure 30). 

 

S:  …This one is very special because my dad ran off  

      with another woman when I was nine, leaving mum with  

     five kids and with one more child about to be born.  

 

I notice Sharon holds this Rosary with great tenderness – close to her chest. 

Sensing a deep connection in Sharon’s embodied emotional cues, I stay very 

present and open to ways of seeing, hearing and feeling Sharon’s story.  
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Figure 30 — ‘’Gift from the grave’            
                      (Sharon’s St Joseph’ Rosary / photograph / 30/07/2009) 

THE INTERVIEW... 



S: Pride! I am so proud of my mother! What a nature!  

     What a nature!   

With intonation raised, Sharon expresses great honour and love for her 

mother. Sharon’s smile is bright and wide. Listening to Sharon’s voice and 

watching her facial expression, I experience a synergy of high key tones 

mixed with intense dazzling colours- like a bursting of bright colours. I hold 

this thought while Sharon continues... 

 

S: The faith and the beauty of being able to love through  

pain and disappointment, of supporting them even in  

these ways. Special! It’s a powerful thing ‘cause it just  

goes to show how love can overcome hate. Dad was  

so hateful against mum, abusive punching her in stomach  

when she was pregnant. God bless him though.  

 

Caught by surprise, I feel like being thrown into the extremes. Perplexed 

by this conflicting love—hate scenario, the story of blessing someone so 

hateful and abusive hooks me. Before I can inquire about the polarity of 

injustice... of the dichotomy of love-hate, Sharon continues... 

 

S: They were given to me about a year ago and they are  

‘St Joseph’ Rosary beads for Our Lady’s Husband...  so  

mum gave dad Our Lady’s Husband Rosary beads as a  

gesture of being a perfect husband.  

 

With the Rosary referenced as a metaphor for the ‘perfect husband’, I    

realise how I have to bracket out my own beliefs around love and abuse. 

Instead, I stay with Sharon’s story as she still seems to be bathing in her 

mothers’ loving ways. Glowing even! 

S:  ...Unbeknown to me, mums gave these to dad after the  

marriage break-up hoping he would use them and pray.  

Then mum died and he refused to have anything to do with  

us anyway. We had no contact with him. But after his  

second wife died he was willing to meet us. He found  

out I loved the Rosary and he gave these to me.  

He said, “I want you to have these...” [Teary eyes] 

      ..it was like having her back from the grave.  

      So mum brought them and they are very special. 

 

Wanting to move on, Sharon quickly lays this special Rosary on a small table 

next to the others. I feel we have only just touched on something significant so    

I invite her to stay with this special one. 

 

R: This one seems to evoke more emotion compared to the  

      others... like it was so unexpected? 

S: Yeah. So unexpected. From the grave - from my mother. 

R: Given with great hope and love. 

S: How good is she after he’s run away from this tart?  

     “This Woman” we call her. 

R: And he hasn’t discarded them either – they have returned to you! 

S: He’s kept them all these years. He has given me this 

      gift from the grave. I love it! 

R: A gift from the grave, unexpected and handed down with love. 

S: Unbelievably!  

 

Once again, motioning a finish to the story, Sharon reaches for another  Rosary. 

 

R: Can we stay with this one… because it seems so special…  

      like there’s so much joy and pride. 
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Furthering the conversation, Sharon describes the meaning of the 

other Rosaries. Significant key words follow...  

sacred heart... a drop of blood from the sacred 

heart... broken... so torn between the two.... can’t be 

one without the other... glory... repulsive... torture... 

Relating to the glory, joy and love Sharon imparts, I ’m still curiously 

unsure of Sharon’s notion of ‘opposed’ and ‘repulsed’. I invite Sharon 

to explore these aspects further with some art-making yet Sharon   

diverts back to what she loves again... 

 

S: I can tell you what colour means for me - colour  

is from heaven... really perfect... like a rainbow –  

its perfection... incredible gifts... connection with colour. 

  

Finally, nudging a little further to the meaning of opposed, Sharon 

discusses her repulsion for a person she has recently met who she 

believes has lost his sense of humour. She says, he’s not human           

anymore; lost all hope; blind; unwise; vanity. Sharon said she 

wanted to make a difference or be a ray of sunshine in his              

diametrically opposed life. As she describes her response to his 

overpowering presence, to my surprise Sharon selects a (sand-play) 

figurine far from overpowering.  

 

S: I would never think of picking up this one  

(African woman), but I LOVE other cultures.  

R: Would you say this figure represents a desire  

for connection with others? 

S: Yeah. We are all the same. 

...The skull. It’s of interest. That’s where we are all  

going. It’s what we are. In the living we need to  

take this into account – that it’s not just an endless life.  

R: Can you choose an object or figure that  

represents ‘opposed’?  

 

Staring at the skull, Sharon hesitates to touch it. Instead she reaches 

for a small figurine of an Indian woman with a baby on her back. I’m 

curious of the diversion again. 

 

S: I don’t usually like to look at the dark side; I don’t  

      give that up easily. Not an instant response for me.  

 

Sensing her reluctance for this dark opposing side, and knowing art 

offers another avenue for dialogue, I encourage Sharon to explore the 

opposites (of the words love and opposed) in  sand play.   
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Starting at the centre of the sand tray and using her index finger, Sharon 

draws a continuous spiral line with her index finger applying even pressure 

motioning to the edge of the box, stopping briefly and returning with the 

same pace, pressure, path and direction back to the centre again. She is 

silent during the entire drawing (Figure 31). 

 

Watching Sharon create this spiral, I am reminded of how the making of a 

mark can express an essential aspect of the person’s experience, such as: 

where they start; how far they go; their emphasis on pressure, direction, 

line or placement; or whether flow, hesitation, repetition, thickness and 

texture are suggested. These very personal gestures are illustrated by the 

tacit qualities of expression proposed by Polanyi (1969, 1998) and Lett (2011), 

and the forms of Vitality proposed by Stern (2010). Additional clarification 

can be made when a mark, gesture or embodied movement accompanies 

expressive dialogue. 

 

S: I love squiggles. If I was going to do squiggles it  

would be like that. Going in and coming back out.  

There you go. Not very exotic... but anyway. I am  

not a very exotic artist.  

Yes that’s me! I go right to the extreme..., to the  

edge and come back in. Life to the edge... in life and  

in spiritual matters.  

R: In gentleness and silence, it seems you have harmoniously 

united the opposites together in this sand drawing.  

Starting from the centre and going out to the edge and  

back again. It’s almost as if the edges or boundaries of  

this box stop the continuation, which produces a  ripple effect  

back to the origins.  

 

I now invite Sharon to another room for more art making while we chat. 

 

  R:  As a continuation of the two-way spiral you made with your  

  finger in the sand tray, and in line with extremes, maybe you  

  could express the concept of being opposed using paint  

  or coloured pencils. 

  S:  I just love drawing with colour but I only ever draw with  a 

       lead pencil. But I just want to draw the sun… 
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Figure 31 —  ‘Spiral in the sand’                                  (Sand play / photograph / 30/07/2009) 

PROCESS... 

SHARON’S SAND PLAY... 



PROCESS... 
Using strong vigorous strokes, I can hear the lead pencil striking the paper 

in short bursts as Sharon draws the sun. In a similar motion of short bursts 

Sharon draws the same energetic lines (now in orange) starting from the 

centre going outwards to represent more colour for the sun’s rays.  
 

      S: ...Warmth happiness up here, also really ugly down here 

                     [referring to the dark and opposing lower corner]. Fires of  

taunt - not the same orange... got to change the colours,  

but have the same tones.  
 

From the corners of the paper, I observe how these opposites stretch as 

far away as possible from each other, yet as she continues her drawing, 

these opposites begin to reach towards each other (Figure 32). 
 

S: ... I had to have these intense like light and with the right  

      colours. 

 Figure 32 —  ‘Eye / I - situated between the opposites’   -  drawing by Sharon McCourt  
                        (pencil & watercolour on A2 paper – 30/07/09)  

S: This has to come down to a point to penetrate  

everything – not just blunt. Now how do I do giant big  

strokes? Ah... big brush. Don’t want to muck this up  

[Sharon refers to the paint palette]. Ah... this is so...  

so... SO INTENSE ‘cause it’s everything and it’s  

coming in and out because it’s not stagnant. I’ll draw  

a heart in the middle of the sun because it’s the centre of 

every thing in life. That’s warmth and light. Get a little bit  

of blood of goodness dropping down on the world. 

 

Red dashes are painted downwards in an oblique direction through   

the eye… 

S: And now have something scary down here ‘cause  

there’s always something scary in life to stuff you  

right up. What’s an ugly colour? How about that? Murky.  

This is like the evil and really depressing. That’s too  

pretty I want to mess it up badly. Tragically messed up.  

R: This dark shape (lower R corner) seems to be coming  

upwards… emerging upward... reaching. 

S: It has to because it’s trying to penetrate what’s in  

the middle. It can’t have the light reach it. It’s got to  

choke this light out, this is all in the middle as this is  

where we are. And this is trying to pull down on us.  

I want it to look desperate I need some tendrils.  

 

Whilst describing the light and dark sides, more key words from our 

conversation are noted below… 

 

strangulate... annihilate... ugly... guise...to fall... not  

encompassing enough... [for the dark area] ... not  

nearly bright enough [for the sun].  
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Sharon declares she wants to mix more colour but doesn't know 

how, and she is worried the colour will look dull and tainted. By   

offering Sharon some encouragement and technical direction, I 

show her how to keep the paint pure in colour — to keep it from   

being tainted, which she grasps immediately. 
 

S: This is all-encompassing [sun]. Almost all the way  

down but it doesn’t reach it because it refuses to be  

part of it, yet tries to reach as far as it can down to  

snatch you back out before it sucks you in. Even if  

someone is really lost in there they can still escape  

because they could grab that [point to] tiny little  

life lines.  
 

Asking where she is in this image, Sharon points to the position of 

the eye. Sharon declares... 
 

S: I’m knowing – I’ve got a purpose. Not just falling  

wherever. I know where I want to go. Even though  

I might slip… but minor, because this is the direction.  

Got to make that living - not dead [referring to the  

colour of the iris]. What’s a rich brown colour? To  

represent all humans. 
 

As Sharon paints a light brown circle in one brush stroke around the 

eye, she  reiterates she’s a lousy artist.  Meanwhile I feel she is being 

very creative and expressive. 
 

Further in our conversation Sharon confirms...  
 

S: That’s the wound, because the love has to be  

wounded to be real. You can’t have this lovely happy,  

happy love. It has to be a wounded heart to really love.  

This is far too pretty … can I do black on that? This  

[dark area] is turning out to be a beautiful pattern but  

it doesn’t matter because unless it’s an attractive  

look you’re not going to be sucked into it.  

R: Like being lured in..? 

S: Yes people wouldn’t go near it if they saw what it  

really is. They have to be sucked in. Like black holes.  

Black! No getting out of that bit.  

...This doesn’t go far enough, if I had more paper…  

there would be a whole big thing that you would fall  

into if you kept going – there’s no end. I don’t like  

how it ends here and here… it should keep going...  

other worlds. And up the top it needs more white.  

It’s so good being able to make a mess!  

R: Yes it’s fun to make a mess!  

S: Yes it’s SO NAUGHTY! Ah! That’s a better light. Glory.  

It’s meant to be GLORY. Going into something and  

there’s no end to that as it’s only the beginning.  

I’d never imagine you would have got me to paint today.  

Can I just do a centre in there? It’s bugging me. It’s really  

bugging me there’s no centre. Good.... bit too dark but  

that will do. Still can’t believe you would get me to paint!  

R: I’m reminded of the first thing you mentioned upon arrival.  

      How you said, “I love colour!”  

S: Yes. Thank you… I’m an artist!  

[See Figure 32 for Sharon’s finished painting]. 
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Figure 33 — ‘Spirals, the sun and eye with darkness below’      (acrylic on canvas / 150 x 90 cm / 26/08/2009)  

STARTING 

SHARON’S  

PORTRAIT 



PROCESS... 

Inspired by Sharon’s sand drawing of spiral drawing of going out and 

coming in, similarly I paint the upper area with circular markings in     

various colours and sizes. A pattern is embossed as the point of my     

finger scrapes away paint in a coiled motion – going outwards from the 

centre and returning inwards. Similar to Sharon’s painting I place the 

bright sun at the top left corner to capture the glory, warmth and         

intensity of Sharon’s religious faith. I feel the intensity and brightness 

also doubles for Sharon’s reverence for her mother’s loving spirit. In line 

with Sharon’s verbal and visual representation of the dark evil aspects 

that lurk below, I paint entangled dark and murky colours. The curious 

large skull (seriously considered - but not touched) is placed in the far 

lower right corner as if being sucked away, or pulled down by an unseen 

force. As she said, they cannot escape this shadowy place. The oracle 

eye is engaging and focused. It’s centred, open and watchful (Figure 33). 

 

The wounded heart is felt... 
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Figure 34 —  ‘Cut heart with spilt blood’                               (acrylic on canvas / 150 x 90 cm/ 01/09/2009)  



PROCESS... 

PONDERINGS... 

Similar to Sharon’s painting, I paint the heart on the sun. With precision, 

I slice open the centre using a Stanley knife (Figure 34). Looking like an 

open wound it measures 4 centimetres. It lights up from behind. I paint 

blood red paint drops down over the eye and into the dark lower terrain 

and scratch 3 crosses with a knife over the wounded heart as if to stitch 

it up, yet it gapes open. I cannot tend or heal this scarred broken heart: 

what’s done is done. 
 

 

 

Now the image seems more intense and powerful. Even though the 

blood drops from the heart of goodness (onto the world), this dripping 

blood also conveys violence and emotional harm done to another: with 

undue care.  

 

Amidst turmoil and trouble, the powerful eye watches over the act of 

‘bloody violence’ and a ‘wounded heart’. 
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Figure 35 — ‘Rosary hung around the heart’                             (acrylic on canvas / 150 x 90 cm/ 07/09/2009)   



The spirals at the top appear menacing and dark – significantly different 

to Sharon’s spiral in its happy vitality and form. It’s almost as if an angry 

mood hovers in this distance so I conceal it with transparent layers of 

bright multi-coloured acrylics (Figure 35). At this point, I wonder if I am 

masking my own anger at the thought of harm done to another. 

 

Now the anger is glossed over with glowing rainbow colours, I smear 

white/yellow over the heart blending it into the spiral sun. I paint the 

Saint Joseph’s Rosary around this torn heart. Desperation and suffering 

appear below, while the soft pink flowers and fine twirling black lines rise 

upwards toward the light – suggesting tendrils of alluring beauty. The 

large skull painted in the lower corner submerges in the blackness,       

untouchable as it disappears into the black abyss.  

PROCESS... 
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During a peer review in Melbourne (10/11/2009), I present the painting in 

its early development to my colleagues (see Figure 35). Towards the end 

of our discussion, I experience great doubt about the creative direction 

of the painting. My uncertainty arises from my peer’s dissonance to part 

of Sharon’s portrait (with the possibility of this alluding to my own 

mother’s recent death). I do agree that the visual imagery of this       

painting conjures dark and disagreeable forces, yet I hold different       

beliefs and spiritual values for representing mum’s death and my         

bereavement.  

 

My defensive nature is tested as the creative context is up for question.    

I now feel the pressure to preserve artistic direction by assuring this work 

metaphorically represents Sharon’s content- not primarily mine. While I 

am aware of the irony that as artist I cannot avoid being in the work, yet I 

don’t want to be seen to overshadow it either. I also worry that I may 

have mistaken or distorted the meaning of Sharon’s felt experience. 

Aside from my stylistic approach, I search for literal connections that 

speak of my story in this work. While some aspects of the work such as 

the Rosary, graveyard and torn heart hold little relationship to me,             

aspects that do touch a cord for me are the parts that signify feeling blue 

(grief) and brightening the sky with brilliant rainbow colours (securing a 

positive bright outlook over the angry aspects of harm done to another). 

 

I say that it is in its early days and incomplete, though I am not sure 

where to go from here. To prompt a feeling response to the work, I      

request an intersubjective response by my peers for an alternative view. 

At this stage, I have not revealed the story behind Sharon’s portrait, and 

this withholding of information about the narrative ensures my              

colleague’s personal response comes from their own worldview.              

Ultimately, I do not want to taint their response. This approach of      

withholding information may be either helpful or hindering. Jan (my      

supervisor) reminds me that, 
 

“...we each bring a presence that reflects our own life  

into the work... there is always something that the person  

brings that ‘taints’ their response. It all depends on what is 

wanted... the naive phenomenological bracketing out... or  

the intrasubjective bracketing in [for] each has its strengths  

and weaknesses”. 
 

Still withholding the storyline, I then request a kinetic embodied response 

from my colleagues.  
 

Jan produces a ‘gut wrenching scream’ in response to  

part of the artwork that seems intense, whilst her ‘long  

loud sigh’ calls forth yet another embodied response.  

 

Juliette finds resonance to the bleeding heart or what  

she describes as the ‘heart spill’ by ‘motioning her hands 

 to her heart and head, tearing and pulling, and emitting  

a loud piercing scream’. Then Juliette declares connection  - 

‘we declare’ and calling  the word ‘yes’ loudly. 
 

Stacey offers another viewpoint in the form of a  written descriptive  

intersubjective response -  

Glancing Through the Grief 
bleeding heart 
wearing a crucifix 
hung on the bursting sun 
behind the eye 
looking directly and softly 
blood on the eye 
which hovers over flowers 
blood on the graves 
dark crosses and bones  
                                         - Stacey  (10/11/2009) 

ARTWORK POSTPONED ... 
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I articulate how these personal responses somehow fit with my               

experience of Sharon’s story. The choice to involve others during the 

emergence of this work now seems uplifting when responses touch on 

something pre-reflective or unspoken. There is something about this 

tacit dimension that excites me while creating in process. However, 

when responses hold dissonance, I seem to swing between states of       

defensiveness and self-doubt. 

 

Jan tells me, 

 

J:  [this]…is a co-creation. That is, you in use of the materials,  

such as choice and placement. And, it is so much about the  

‘we-ness’... where you are in an ongoing process of revealing,  

hiding becoming... It’s relationally bound. 

  

I consider this relational aspect, especially in the ‘we-ness’ or                     

co-constructed understandings and the way I interact with the materials 

for each portrait. Jan continues…   

 

J: It seems you enter into a kind of relationship for the  

    integrity of that because this equals aesthetics. 

 

Yes. It is not just the visual appearance (aesthetic) that carries the story, 

it’s the receptivity of attending to the relational aesthetic, such as       

noticing the sensory experience of seeing, hearing and feeling Sharon’s 

animated expressions and embodied movement. I attend to the           

different textures and qualities while listening to her voice, watching her 

bodily responses with description, so I can reverberate the many layers 

of meanings present in our collaborations. 

Whilst the receptive responses offered by my peers felt acknowledging,      

uncertainty creeps due to the dissonant moments. Instead of showing 

Sharon the painting at this stage, I place it out of view indefinitely.  

 

Postponed... until further notice. The following questions linger,  

 

“Have I gone too far with the darker realms for this portrait?” 

“Is this my stuff?” 

“Why did it feel right for me to paint this?” 

 

Reviewing the notes, audio recording, and Sharon’s artwork, I believe I 

would be avoiding the compelling tale of opposites or extremes that 

Sharon presents if I omitted the dark side. Although Sharon states she 

doesn’t like to look at the dark side, she certainly expressed this realm 

verbally and visually by noting how the skull is of interest, and how other 

descriptive notions of the dark realm came into her painting. It felt right 

to paint this underworld in comparison to the glorified world. In all      

honestly, I feel a strange detachment to this darker realm, and believe 

that if Sharon didn’t show some interest in the large skull or paint her 

version of this evil murky place during the interview, I imagine I would 

not have represent it as such. However, I note the masking of my anger 

regarding her father’s brutality, and also my own tendency for chasing 

the opposites. 

 

The following question lingers...  
  

                     “How do I visually connect these contrary domains for  

                        empathy and meaning?” 
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During the process of creative development the artist is helped through 

external interactions just as “...a favouring wind helps a runner” (Dewey, 

2005. p. 61). Dewey states, the artist is often met with obstacles and      

distractions and various conditions that may influence the direction of 

the work. In Art as Experience, Dewey informs us, our creativity is also 

about sourcing from the environment, gathering objects and ideas to 

complete the artistic process (2005).  

As the work is stored away, I busy myself with other more pressing   

commitments. Then just as Dewey describes, a favoured wind blows my 

way offering the next level of meaning.  

While wandering through a department store, I’m immediately drawn to 

a t-shirt on display that reminds me of Sharon’s story expressed.  I       

Figure 36 — ‘Walking through the valley...’                                                      (06/01/2010)  

purchase this shirt to include the printed image in her  work. 

 

I attach the fabric image onto a small square frame to make it raised 

and ‘in relief’ (Figure 36). This could be to restore or raise faith in the 

darkened place perhaps for my own necessity. 

 

Cutting away a square area of Sharon’s portrait, I push this new found 

image in place, and secure it with Araldite superglue. I then paint thick 

black oil paint around the edges of the fabric image, and sprinkle 

black beads into this wet oil paint. I become engrossed once again in 

the work and for the following three days, hand-sew hundreds of 

lighter coloured beads onto the upper area of the painting with        

invisible thread. I note the meditative and relaxing qualities of doing 

this – along with the devotional nature of dressing it up. It seems the 

accumulation of beads brings the painting to life.  
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PROCESS... HOW DO I RETURN..? 



eyelid - to honour the all-seeing eye. A small red heart shaped bead is 

placed in the centre of the pupil. I feel this area of the work is complete 

(below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A tear for the wounded heart. 

A tear for great loss. 

A tear of joy for great love, and 

A heart in the centre of knowing. 

PONDERINGS... 

PROCESS... 

By sewing the beads on with needle and thread, Sharon’s expression 

of going in and coming out reverberates in the making of this portrait. 

All this bling adds to the exotic nature, the glowing ray of sunshine and 

the display of colour (Figure 37). 

 

I sit back from the work and muse “…though I walk through the valley 

of the shadow of death – I fear no evil”. I’ve heard these words quoted 

before – maybe in movies or at a funeral, yet up until now I was not 

aware of their biblical origins (in Psalm 23:4, New Revised Standard 

Version). It supports Sharon’s beliefs, and inadvertently gives me a 

sense of relief to add positive light and colour into such a morbid 

space. Sharon’s words ripple back into my awareness... It’s not just an 

endless life. I allow a little bit of blood of goodness to enter this        

enlightened raised space. 

 

 

Almost complete, I experience a strong urge to cover the whole art-

work with coloured beads. I am not sure if this is because I thoroughly 

enjoyed the relaxing nature of this activity, the textural effect, or   that 

it lifts away some of the morbidity, anger and depression.  Perhaps 

these all apply.  

 

I see and feel how the lower dark area is almost bare of beads. I find 

myself searching for more beads and dig through my personal store of 

beads and jewellery from my jewellery box, recovering a broken neck-

lace I wore to my mother’s funeral. A Perfect Find! From this fragile 

black (broken) chain, I decide a small row of diamantes and a tear-

drop crystal will adorn Sharon’s painting.   Fittingly,  the  drop crystal  

becomes  the  tear  for   the  eye,  whilst  the  diamantes  dress  the  top  
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Figure 37 — ‘Relief: attachments of affection and faith’                   (mixed media / 150 x 90cm / 09/01/2010) 



Feeling more positive about the painting, I invite Sharon to view the 

work on 8th of February, 2010. 

 

To my relief Sharon expresses great joy in the work. She loves it.  

 

She walks straight up to the work and says, “Ah, the BLING of it!” 

and, “It’s wonderful - all the more beads the merrier!” Sharon is drawn 

to the upper part of the painting and for a short while does not      

notice the lower realm. I wonder when she will respond to the darker 

side. Laughing loudly, Sharon eyes the lower regions of the artwork 

and shows her delight for the ‘relief’ area below. 

 

While examining all the different areas of the work, a poignant 

heartfelt moment occurs. After Sharon comments on how beautiful 

her mother’s Rosary takes the shape of the wounded heart and the 

dressed-up eye, I tell her that the beads, chain and crystal around the 

eye come from a necklace I wore to my mum’s funeral. She is          

astonished and honoured that I put this in her portrait. I am utterly 

surprised by her response, and so unexpected, as I didn’t experience 

any emotional stirrings while sewing my broken necklace onto the 

work.                     

Consequently, by including parts of my broken necklace onto 

Sharon’s portrait, tears and laughter spring forth in the joy and        

acknowledgement of our late mothers. We talked about the            

aesthetics of adorning the eye, and how the void or space                      

in-between is filled with connections.  

 

I recall my peer supervision meeting earlier, where Jan remarked...  

 

J:  It strikes me how literal the image in the top and bottom  

      are in this work, and how the centre is not so literal.  

R:   Yeah... the non-literal space... the in-between... the  

       unknown space.      

 

It is wonderful how this non-literal discreet space positioned            

between two strongly stated areas, offered a deeper bond between 

us. This feeling of uniting our ways often occurs when we allow      

different multimodal presentations to secure collaborative under-

standings, thus acknowledging the content is in the creative process.  
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SECOND MEETING... 



 

´I´ 
I was given an opportunity 
I was invited to speak freely 
I felt decadent 
I felt the freedom of expression. 
 
I felt liberated 
I was amazed. 
 
I shared my emotions 
I plunged into a depth of emotion 
I felt natural 
I talked through my scribbles 
I felt revealed 
I felt release and relief 

I talked about the hidden within 
I didn’t count on the portrait to capture what passed between us. 
 
I felt a flood of joy at the recognition  
I felt the glitzy, sparkly details 
I sank deeper and deeper into recognition. 
 
I felt belonging 
I felt ownership 
I gazed at the details - loaded with meaning 
I felt privilege 
I felt reflected 
I felt grateful.  
 
I felt heard.  

 

Sharon’s response for participation... 
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Table 20 — Sharon’s I-Poem   (17/02/2010) 

During another supervision gathering, Jan informs me of how to         

create a descriptive ‘I Poem’ (Table 20) from Sharon’s handwritten      

personal response for describing her experience of being a subject 

in my portrait research (see Appendix A5). As stated earlier, the ‘I 

Poem’ is another way of rediscovering a person’s expressed intent 

(Edwards & Weller, 2012; Gilligan, Spencer, Weinberg, & Bertsch, 

2006). 



Viewing the work, it is difficult to know if the figure is coming or going, 

yet the suggestion of another pathway adds hope. Although I believe 

this portrait was finished, I find some long black beaded tassels to      

attach to this part of the work, which come from an old cha-cha dress 

(see right). Somehow it seems like the perfect adjunct for including joy, 

liberation and celebration to this part of the portrait, declaring the 

‘dance-for-life’ and ‘endlessness’ Sharon spoke of. 

 

Figure 38 shows Sharon’s portrait complete. 

Detail of beads stitched onto fabric  
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FINAL TOUCHES TO THE ARTWORK... 



Figure 38 — ‘Faith in the eye of the beholder’                    (mixed media on canvas / 150 x 90cm / 18/03/2010)  



Extremes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
two extremes 
extremist  
two polarities 
dichotomy 
scary extremes 
I don’t counterbalance myself 
much. 
I just go all the way 
love can overcome hate 
not encompassing 
so torn between the two 
oppose 
wanted to make a difference 
diametrically opposed life  
to the extreme 
bugging me there’s no centre 

Glowing gifts (light) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
like having her back from the grave 
so unexpected from the grave  
gift from the grave 
pride! proud  
bursting of bright colours 
bless, perfect , glowing, bursting  
reaching , radiating, glowing  
glory, bright, living not dead 
should keep going 
colour is from heaven 
really perfect, like a rainbow 
perfection, incredible gifts  
be a ray of sunshine 
connection with colour 
exotic... warmth , happiness up here, 
intense—SO INTENSE 
I’m knowing – I’ve got a purpose 
pure, GLORY 
keep it from being tainted 
tiny little life lines 
it’s only the beginning 
I’m an artist!  
coming upwards… emerging       
upward... reaching 

Tragic  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
hateful, torture 
abusive, broken 
repulsive 
scraping  
messy , chaos, turmoil  
upheaval 
not human anymore 
lost all hope; blind 
unwise; vanity  
sucks you in 
I don’t usually like to look at the 
dark side  
ugly down here  
taunt, scary down here  
murky, evil, depressing 
mess it up badly  
tragically messed up  
muck this up, choke  
desperate, tendrils 
strangulate, annihilate 
ugly, guise, to fall, lost in there  
sucked in, black, no getting out  
escape, no end, pull down 

Uniting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
not just an endless life  
going in and coming back out 
to the edge and  
come back in, spiralling  
infiltrating  
tethering  
centred, continuous 
ripple, coming in and out  
not stagnant 
can’t be one  
without the other  
united the opposites together 
continuation 
two-way, penetrate everything  
the same pace, pressure, path and 
direction back to the centre again, 
all-encompassing  
a heart in the middle because it’s 
the centre of everything in life, 
origin  
penetrate what’s in the middle 
in the middle, as this is where 
 we are 

Wounded Heart 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
that’s the wound 
because the love has to be wounded 
to be real 
sacred heart 
a wounded heart to really love 
blood of goodness dropping down on 
the world (from the -wounded heart) 
a drop of blood from the sacred heart 

Table 21 — Resonant key words - SHF the artwork - descriptive statements 

I cluster key words from our dialogue and my own inquiry in the artmaking of Sharon’s portrait. These clusters are set out below in Table 21. 

To arrive at new understandings, poetic visual depictions follow (created 16/08/2011). 
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EXTREMES 

When I don't counter-balance 

myself, I feel torn between the 

extremes and live a              

diametrically opposed life. 

 

GLOWING GIFTS 

In the glory of receiving         

incredible gifts from the 

grave, intense warmth fills 

me with pride and purpose. 

 

TRAGIC 

When lost in the tragic, evil 

and abusive ways of hatred 

and torture, one falls into the 

darker realms of despair and 

disgust.  

 

UNITING 

Uniting the opposites an     

all-encompassing and    

penetrating presence is felt.  

In the continuous stream of 

coming in and going out, I 

feel the eternal ripple of this 

two-way relationship.  

 

WOUNDED HEART 

To really love - a heart has to  

be wounded.  

In goodness, my sacred loving 

heart bleeds down onto the 

world. 

Table 21 —  Continued... depictions  
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REDUCTION TO ESSENCE...  

The following creative ‘visual poetic depictions’ 

present new ways of understanding our          

experience of the Extremes, Glowing Gifts,   

Tragedy, Uniting and the Wounded Heart. 

 

While these depictions come from my own    

experience of understanding Sharon in her    

stories expressed, I empathically connect to 

Sharon’s experience by echoing her story 

through my own artistic resonance. Digitally 

enhanced, each visual depiction is derived from 

a visual aspect found in the portrait. 
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extremes 
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Glowing gifts 
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Tragic (dark)  
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uniting 
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Wounded heart 
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Table 22 — Seeing, hearing and feeling Sharon’s finished portrait 

Seeing the image: 
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Hearing the image: 

 

Table 22 presents a descriptive experiential and phenomenological account of seeing,    

hearing and  feeling (SHF) Sharon’s portrait. This offers new ways of knowing Sharon in her 

story, as expressed through the artwork. Resonant key words (presented in bold) are there-

after clustered into five themes, that of Brightness, Unity, Darkness, Separation and Safety, 

which are evident in the work (see Table 23). Descriptive statements are included at the    

bottom of Table 23 for further processing.  



Feeling the image: 
 

Table 22 — Continued ... 
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BRIGHTNESS 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
glitter  
shimmering reflections beck-
ons my attention 
lightness leading back up to 
the bright shimmery place 
radiating a burst of colour with 
great intensity  
bright alive 
light is emitted from this tear 
opening  
bring forth  
chimes of exuberance glitz and 
glamour  
Ching-Ching-Ching 
jostling and bubbling higher 
regions  
tin – metal  
raised smooth knobs kissing 
the surface delicate 
embellishment decoration  
the heart is held high  

UNITY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
close and personal engagement  
trying to meet in the middle  
mimic or repeat the presence  
upward movement in the lower 
area, and downward movement in 
the upper area something      
between staying and going 
between holding contact &      
retreating  
beaded curtain  
with a little give centring itself and 
waiting for release more pliant,  
pause between the placement  
clumps united clustered to     
suggest a short story 
feel the underside 
together 
teardrop and raindrops echo   
similar in shape and direction 
move in unison 
together 
 

DARKNESS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
leading downward to the space of            
entanglement and despair  
spilling blood  
murky and deadened, upheaval 
swept in the motion sucked away 
motion, windy, rumbling, echoing sounds 
raw (roar) and painstaking  
sound of deep mourning  
high pitched area 
screams piercing - high in pitch  
past the point at  
roaring sound above from the heart lets  
the death of things to come - 
URRRGGG....GGRRRR...OOOOM baritone 
rumbles warning sounds while entering  
below groaning monotone not to fall into the 
lower regions for fear of nothingness – not to 
be consumed, more stuck, enter this area 
cautiously 
I can feel the rough torn edge of the tear 
something taboo about entering the wound 
or knowing about it 
gaps revealing the  
require a delicate touch  
tendrils drop vertically 
step down into a place of waiting  
sunken, raw surface 
sit close to the edge 
a variety of textures and surfaces 
pulling down, final curtain call  

SEPARATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
strong contrast between the two 
realms 
a matter of life or death  
cannot enter  
not embodied divides  
broken through from the other 
side    
no body random irregular  
loose   
missing parts dispersing 
divides 
scattered 
secluded 
one way street standing alone 
secluded empty resting space   
fluttering and dispersing 
broken line  
release in silence as if to catch    
one’s breath 

SAFETY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
protected from the elements  
one way street surround the heart as if     
protecting it narrow  
path of the protected  
the gravity of the situation... for the damned 
release in silence as if to catch one’s breath  
diamantes are attached securely in place 
follow a channelled path  
opening leading outwards for a smooth quick 
exit 
knotted and stitched 
massed out 
chimes gently for a relaxing effect when    
entering difficult places  
softened fabric surface which seems more 
pliable and cushioning  
Will I stay?  
pleading notes for savoir delicate accents 
which the human ear can hear others know of 
the pain and suffering need to be tender when 
touching in and around this wound 
sacred red heart  

Table 23 —  Resonant key words - SHF the artwork - descriptive statements 

I cluster key words noted from SHF Sharon’s portrait. These are set out below 

in Table 23. To arrive at new understandings, poetic visual depictions follow. 
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BRIGHTNESS 
The raised decorations of all the 
glitter and shimmer, throw    
reflections beckoning my     
attention. 
 
I feel bright and alive bringing 
forth a radiating burst of colour 
and intensity. 
 
Ching-Ching-Ching, chimes of 
exuberance jostle and bubble in 
the higher regions. 

 
UNITY 
Moving in unison in this personal   
engagement, we meet in the middle 
with a little give. The space seems 
more pliant between us. 
 
Something between staying and going, 
we hold and release  
echoing similar in shape and direction. 

 
DARKNESS 
Sunken  
Raw 
Delicate to touch  
 
I need to be tender when touching  
in and around this torn wound of   
the sacred red heart. 
Stuck, close to the edge in         
darkness, cautiously I enter this 
murky realm to hear and feel the 
pain and suffering. 
 
And the fear of nothingness rumbles 
its death call... the final curtain call.  

 
SEPARATION 
In strong contrast, divided and      
standing alone, this one-way street 
separates tears released. 
Broken between the two realms, 
it becomes a matter of life or death.  

 
SAFETY 
In the gravity of the situation for the 
damned, I silently seek protection    
from the elements. 
Safe and secure - I protect my         
delicate heart. 
 
Securely placed I follow a soft         
cushioned path leading outwards for     
a smooth quick exit. 

Table 23 —  Continued... depictions 
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Presentation of artwork in process during exhibition at the Caloundra Regional Gallery - OCT/NOV 2012 

Figure 39 —  Sharon’s portrait-in-process for exhibition  
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